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ABSTRACT
Purpose - The purpose of this study is to show how different countries, different cultures and technological infrastructures affect the behaviors of people via internet. In this study, the online shopping approach, which is part of e-commerce, has been studied among students from both countries. The technology acceptance model was used to study the effective factors on student e-shopping behavior and this research is taken from the thesis defended in 2019.
Methodology – The data of thesis were collected from students at Ataturk University in Turkey and Tabriz University in Iran. Processing of collected data as well as proof of hypotheses have been made using the technology acceptance model.
Findings- Students’ intention to accept online shopping technology has a significant impact on their actual behavior, which is 71.7% among students at the University of Ataturk and 67.6% among students of Tabriz University.
Conclusion- According to the results, it is seen that there is a significant proportion of both university students’ intention and attitude about e-shopping. In addition, it has been observed that the technological infrastructure and usage periods have a positive effect on e-shopping.
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JEL Codes: P13, N85, N95

1. INTRODUCTION

In the late 1980s, the world was on the verge of a technological revolution after the first industrial revolution in the mid-19th century with the advent of steam in the textile and telecommunications industry. The second revolution happened with the introduction of electricity in industrialized and consumer markets in developed countries. The Third Revolution was based on the rapid expansion of ICTs and their continuous improvement with increasing efficiency and rapid cost reductions. Since then, these technologies have spread rapidly in developed countries and in developing countries. Today's businesses have focused information technology as an integral part of their activities in order to compete in global markets (Oliveira et al., 2014). Also, shopping has become an inevitable aspect of one's life because human needs are inevitable and this can be done either in traditional or retail or online shopping. Both traditional and online shopping have different advantages, but e-shopping is still a focus for users due to their time saving. People use tools like laptops, tablets, and cell phones to shop online. Online shopping generally gives sellers and shoppers a shared platform (mobile applications or websites) to exchange goods and services at a price (Kumar et al., 2016). Online shopping offers consumers the opportunity to shop online anytime and anywhere through various payment methods such as debit cards, credit cards, gift cards, cash on delivery, bank transfer, mobile money (Johnson, 2015). In this regard, not only developed countries but also developing countries have also benefited from the development of ICT (Patel...
and Patel, 2018). The new generation, especially those with higher education, are usually exposed to technology, so they use the Internet regularly in their daily activities. As a result, they tend to shop online than other older people (Mandhlazi et al., 2013).

The most dominant theory used to understand the behavior of consumers or users of technology is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) by (Davis, 1989). The technology acceptance model (TAM) has been the subject of much interest in the literature (Davis, 1989). Because the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a social-cognitive paradigm in the study of human behavior in technology (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008) that determines the extent of user acceptance and use of new technology. Many researchers have attempted to enrich basic TAM and explain user acceptance of technologies using other more precise variables (Ingham et al., 2015). Others have applied TAM to specific technology areas, such as e-commerce or online shopping, and have proposed other components for the user acceptance model (Agrebi and Jallais, 2015). TAM has been used in various behavioral studies in information and communication technology (ICT and systems), health care systems, enterprise resource planning systems, mobile banking technology, internet and commerce (Amirtha and Sivakumar, 2018).

The development of e-commerce depends on the consumer acceptance of the use of internet technologies. When using new technologies such as the web and e-commerce, consumer trust is important. Trust is usually one of the factors that have an important role in online purchases (Singh et al., 2016). Although e-commerce has been known as the sale of products and services on the Internet in recent years, it is still a new concept for many people. Therefore, it is important to find ways to encourage consumers to continuously use e-commerce (Oliveira et al., 2017). In the online shopping process, which is part of e-commerce, consumers use the internet to search for information when they need some goods or services (Javadi et al., 2012). Electronic shoppers benefit from time saving and can buy at any time. Therefore, they can shop at home without going to traditional stores (Jiang et al., 2013). Even if they are away from stores, they can easily make their purchases (Richa, 2012).

The purpose of this study is to show how different countries, different cultures and technological infrastructures affect the behaviors of people via internet. In this study, various impacts of factors such as Trust, Facilitating Conditions, Enjoyment, Perceived Usefulness, Perceives Ease of Use and Attitude on the actual behavior of users are considered.

In this paper, Section 2 deals with the literature review, then in Section Three, we define the variables and their relationship. The method is discussed in section four and the findings in section five. Finally, in section six, it is about conclusions.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The model was used in this study is TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) (Davis, 1986). It presents the conceptual framework for our study. Davis (1986) has introduced TAM that has been used to explain the behavior of users and examine the use of information technology (Celik and Yilmaz, 2011). TAM is actually a model used by researchers to study the behavior of information systems (Fayad and Paper, 2015).

Yoon (2009) investigated the effect of national culture on the acceptance of e-commerce by consumer in China. Data were collected from university students in China. Questionnaires were distributed among 270 students in China. About 80 percent of the participants have had an internet shopping experience for more than 3 years, and only 10 percent have an internet shopping experience by shopping more than once a month. The results showed that national cultural values affect the acceptance of e-commerce users, and avoiding uncertainty and long-term orientation has a significant impact on the relationship between trust and intent.

Oni and Ayo (2010) investigate the factors that determine the behavioral intention of users in determining the level of accepting electronic banking services and using electronic banking systems in Nigeria. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was used to investigate the factors affecting the acceptance and intention of electronic banking users. Data were collected from 292 customers from various commercial banks in Nigeria. The result of this study shows that ATM is still the most widely used form in e-Banking. In addition, the security of the system in terms of network security and privacy are the most important concern for users and the users are curious about this issue.

Park et al. (2012) study the use of mobile learning by university students. 288 students from Konkuk University were selected for the study. Research is based on technology acceptance model. He confirmed the acceptability of the model to explain that students accepted mobile learning. As a result of the study, the majority of students played an important role in affecting the mobile learning attitude and perceived benefit. Alraja and Aref (2015) studied the adoption of e-commerce by customers in their study. In this study, customer attitudes are targeted in Oman’s electronic commerce. According to the results of the study, they prefer traditional purchases and e-commerce expertise are low. The number of e-commerce companies is still very small.
compared to the number of consumers. The perceived risk and perceived ease of use should be considered in the acceptance of e-commerce in the Sultanate of Oman.

Li et al. (2017) concluded that electronic auctions could increase the share of C2C markets by increasing the participation of current users. The purpose of this study was to investigate the factors influencing attitudes about electronic auctions among Chinese electronic users. Data were collected from 210 current users of electronic auctions in China. Using structural equation modeling, the results show that factors such as security, social incentives, fun, interactivity, creating a safe space, and being playful are important. Also, the speed of connection and economy and cost-effectiveness are key factors.

Weng et al. (2018) conducted a study “A TAM-based study of the attitude towards use intention of multimedia among school teachers”. They believe that multimedia teaching materials are widely used in various disciplines. These resources provide teachers with an opportunity to share educational resources with students. This study uses the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as the primary model to examine the impacts of the IT environment on perceived usefulness, perceived ease, and attitude on behavior. Data were collected from 460 teachers using stratified random sampling. The results show that the ease of use of multimedia materials increases the intention to use. Also, attitude has a direct impact on intentions of use.

Ahmad et al. (2019) have examined the impact of electronic service quality on the actual use of electronic banking. Data were collected from 493 e-banking users in Pakistan and analyzed using AMOS 20 and SPSS 20 software. The results indicate that the quality of electronic services has a positive effect on perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and intention to use e-banking and perceived usefulness. Attitude also has a positive effect on the intention to use e-services and perceived ease affects attitude toward e-banking. The successive intermediation of attitude and intention between e-service quality and actual use of e-banking has been confirmed. This study is of great importance to banking industry executives, enabling them to influence the attitude of customers towards their services as well as helping them design strategies to improve their profitability.

Suleman et al. (2019) conducted a study “Decision Model Based on Technology Acceptance Model (Tam) for Online Shop Consumers in Indonesia”. examine the relationship between usefulness, ease of use, and confidence in attitudes and purchasing decisions for fashion products online. Data were collected from 150 individuals with e-shopping experience. The results indicated that the usefulness, ease of use and influence of trust have a positive effect on attitude but self-esteem does not seem to affect consumer attitudes in online shopping. Also, a variable that influences attitudes is consumer confidence in online stores.

Singh and Srivastava (2019) conducted a study that aims to apply the technology acceptance model (TAM) capability to explain the widespread acceptance and use of social media (SM) for travel purposes by overseas travelers during their travels. The study used a qualitative approach and in-depth interviews of 30 respondents. This information has been carried out over the past 12 months. The findings of this study are used to develop a conceptual model that supports the validity of TAM with perceived usefulness and perceived ease (PEU) as determinants of SM use. This model is extended to perceived trust (PT) and social capital (SC) as important constructs to explain travelers’ use of SM. User Disposal Preparedness (DR) of the user affected SM on all four constructs.

Granić and Marangunić (2019) conducted a study “Technology acceptance model in educational context: A systematic literature review”. The main purpose of this review is to provide an overview of the current state of research efforts regarding the use of TAM in the field of learning and teaching for a variety of learning areas, learning technologies and types of users. Through systematic searches using the EBSCO Discovery Service, the survey identified 71 related studies between 2003 and 2018. The main findings indicate that TAM and many of its different versions represent a valid model to facilitate the evaluation of diverse learning technologies. The results of this systematic review provide a better understanding of TAM acceptance studies in the field of education and provide a solid foundation for knowledge advancement in the field.

3. TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS

3.1. Trust (T)

The trust of people depends on buying methods. Consumers are very trusted in purchasing from the store because the level of risk of such purchases is low, but in online shopping, due to high risk and lack of security, people are less trusted. For this reason, trust in online shopping is an essential element (Al-Ajam and Nor, 2013). When interactions are not face to face, we need to win the trust of the people (Belanche et al, 2012; Harris and Goode, 2004). In the short term as well as in the long run, trust in electronic purchases increases the perceived benefits (Celik and Yilmaz, 2011; Wang and Head, 2007). Therefore:

H1: Trust in e-shopping has a positive impact on the perception of the user in the usefulness of technology acceptance.
H2: Trust in e-shopping has a positive impact on the perception of the user in the use of ease in technology acceptance.

3.2. Facilitating Conditions (FC)

Venkatesh et al. (2003) defined Facilitating Conditions as “the degree to which an individual believes that an organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support the use of the system” (Mahadeo, 2009). In other words, facilitating conditions to elements of the environment that affect the person's desire to do something (Teo, 2010; Teo, 2012). The existence of facilitator conditions has a positive effect on perceived ease of use (Ngai et al., 2007). Therefore:

H3: The facilitating conditions provided by electronic purchases have a positive effect on the user’s perception of usefulness.

H4: The facilitating conditions provided by electronic purchases have a positive effect on the user’s perception in ease of use.

3.3. Enjoyment (E)

Enjoyment is in fact the intrinsic motive of the individual, which encourages users to use a new system or technology (Praveena and Thomas, 2014; Venkatesh, 2012). Therefore, one of the reasons for online shopping is the enjoyment factor (Cheema et al., 2013) because it has a significant impact on the consumer's intent (Ha and Stoel, 2009, Wang and Goh, 2017) and encourages them to buy online (Thong et al., 2006). Online sellers should also pay attention to this factor (Cheema et al., 2013). Because the element of enjoyment, in addition to its impact on attitude, has a direct impact on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, and one of the backgrounds of these two factors is also considered (Abdullah and Ward, 2016). Even research Hsiao and Yang (2011) has shown that enjoyment is one of the key elements in TAM research. Therefore:

H5. The enjoyment of e-shopping has a positive effect on the user's perception of usefulness to accept technology.

H6. The enjoyment of e-shopping positively affects the user’s perceived ease of use to accept technology.

3.4. Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceives Ease of Use (PEU)

Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) is defined as the “degree to which the user expects the target system to be free of efforts (Davis, 1989)”. In other words, one's understanding of new technology or online sites is such that their use is easy and does not require much effort, which in turn affects the perceived usefulness of it. In fact, Perceived Ease of Use has a positive impact on the perceived usefulness (Teo, 2010; Teo, 2012). Most people's point of view on technology or online sites is that they are complex, but if customers understand that their use is easy, then they will have a positive attitude, which in turn will have a positive and direct impact on customer attitude (Pando-Garcia et al., 2016).

Perceived usefulness means that the customer understands that buying online or using a new system will increase performance and efficiency (Chang and Tung, 2008; Lee, 2006). Perceived usefulness is considered as an influential factor in attitudes and is more common in private organizations, including online shopping companies (Wang and Tseng, 2011). Perceived usefulness, in addition to having a direct impact on consumer attitude (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014), also encourages the customer to buy online (Barkhi and Wallace, 2007). Therefore:

H7: Perceived ease of use in e-shopping has a direct relationship with perceived the usefulness of technology acceptance.

H8: Perceived the usefulness of technology in e-shopping has a positive impact on their attitude.

H9: Perceived the ease of use in e-shopping has a positive impact on their attitude.

3.5. Attitude (A), Intention (I) and Actual Behavior (AB)

Attitude is defined as “the degree to which a person has a favourable or unfavourable evaluation or appraisal of the behavior in question” (Ajzen, 1991). Attitude is considered as the background of intentions (Suki and Ramayah, 2010). Researchers have highlighted the expectations of users and their feelings about using websites (Chen et al., 2004; Suh and Han, 2002). Obviously, whatever the consumer's attitude to online shopping is positive, their intention to buy online is also increasing (Ahn et al., 2004). On the other hand, the actual behavior shows the extent to which a technology is used (Sánchez-Prieto et al., 2017). The higher the intentions of people to shop online, the more real people's behavior will increase. Therefore:

H10: Users' attitude towards e-shopping positively affects their intention to accept this technology.

H11: Users' intention to accept e-shopping positively affects their actual behavior.
3. METHODOLOGY

The aim of this study was to investigate the attitudes and behaviors of the students towards e-shopping at Ataturk University and Tabriz University. 420 students from Ataturk University and 415 students from Tabriz University were selected to determine their attitudes, behaviors and characteristics. Also, the questionnaire included 40 questions. 27 of the 420 questionnaires at Ataturk University were excluded due to their deficiencies and a total of 393 questionnaires were evaluated. In Tabriz University, 19 of 415 questionnaires were removed and a total of 396 questionnaires were collected (data from a master’s thesis entitled "The study of the purchase of university students in different cultures through the adoption of online technology in the Institute of Systems Ataturk University of Social Sciences Information").

The SPSS 24.0 program was used to evaluate the data and then the structural equation model was created with AMOS 24.0 program. The regression analyses and data analysis of the hypotheses were done with this model. The Cronbach’s Alpha value of the study was 0.947 for Ataturk University and 0.934 for Tabriz University. According to this, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of Ataturk University was slightly higher than the Cronbach’s Alpha of Tabriz University, but both showed a high degree of reliability.

4. FINDINGS

Data analysis of two universities related to demographic questions is given in the table below. It can be seen from the table, 222 of the students participating in the survey at Ataturk University are women and 171 male students. Those who used Internet for more than 5 hours were 35.6 percent, and those who had already made online shopping were 82.7 percent. The surveyed students in the University of Tabriz are 209 female and 187 male. 34.6% of the participants used the Internet for more than 5 hours, and 80.1% had previously had electronic purchases.

Table 1: information of Surveyed Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ataturk University</th>
<th>Tabriz University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Percent %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>56,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>43,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>76,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s Degree</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum daily use of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the computer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 2 hours</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>53,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 hours</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>17,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The compliance measures of Ataturk University and Tabriz University model are shown in the table below. The data of both models were considered for the suitability of the factors.

Table 2: Adaptation Values of Ataturk University Structural Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Measure</th>
<th>Ideal Compliance Values</th>
<th>Acceptable Compliance Values</th>
<th>Compliance Value of Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ² / df</td>
<td>(P&gt;0.05) It is desirable.</td>
<td>χ² / df ≤ 5</td>
<td>1.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.00&lt;RMSEA&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.05&lt;RMSEA&lt;0.10</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;GFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;GFI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.90&lt;AGFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.80&lt;AGFI&lt;0.90</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;CFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;CFI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;NFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;NFI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;TLI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;TLI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFI</td>
<td>0.90&lt;RFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.85&lt;RFI&lt;0.90</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Adaptation Values of Tabriz University Structural Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Measure</th>
<th>Ideal Compliance Values</th>
<th>Acceptable Compliance Values</th>
<th>Compliance Value of Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ² / df</td>
<td>(P&gt;0.05) It is desirable.</td>
<td>χ² / df ≤ 5</td>
<td>1.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.00&lt;RMSEA&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.05&lt;RMSEA&lt;0.10</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;GFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;GFI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.90&lt;AGFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.80&lt;AGFI&lt;0.90</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;CFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;CFI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;NFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;NFI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.95&lt;TLI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.90&lt;TLI&lt;0.95</td>
<td>0.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFI</td>
<td>0.90&lt;RFI&lt;1.00</td>
<td>0.85&lt;RFI&lt;0.90</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be said that the ideal χ² ratio (χ² / df = 643,426 / 375) is 1.716 in the model of Ataturk University and according to this result (χ² / df ≤ 5) it is the ideal adaptation. Since the χ² ratio (χ² / df = 525,036/371) in the University of Tabriz is 1.415, it can be said that this is an ideal fit for this place (χ² / df ≤ 5). In addition, the RMSEA value at Ataturk University is 0.043 and RMSEA value is 0.032 at Tabriz University. As the GFI value was 0.901 in Ataturk University model and the GFI value in Tabriz University model was 0.920, the model is considered acceptable. In addition, the model of the University of Ataturk with an AGFI of 0.877 and the model of Tabriz University with a AGFI of 0.900 are acceptable. The value of CFI seems to be an ideal fit value since it is 0.959 in
Ataturk University and 0.968 in Tabriz University. NFI value is calculated as 0.909 in Ataturk University model and 0.901 in Tabriz University and these values are considered to be ideal. The TLI values of the models were found to be 0.953 in Ataturk University and 0.963 in Tabriz University. Finally, RFI values are calculated as 0.894 in Ataturk University model and 0.884 in Tabriz University model, and these values are accepted.

Table 4: The Regression Loads and Hypotheses of the Two Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Relations in the Model</th>
<th>Ataturk University</th>
<th>Tabriz University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables Affecting Perceived Usefulness (PU) Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: PU --- TRUST</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: PU --- FACILITATING CONDITIONS</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: PU --- ENJOYMENT</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7: PU --- PEU</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables Affecting Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: PEU --- TRUST</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: PEU --- FACILITATING CONDITIONS</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: PEU --- ENJOYMENT</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables Affecting Attitude Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8: ATTITUDE --- PU</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9: ATTITUDE --- PEU</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables Affecting Intent Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10: INTENTION --- ATTITUDE</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables affecting actual behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H11: ACTUAL BEHAVIOR --- INTENTION</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The trust variable positively affects the perceived usefulness factor (Ataturk University regression load = 0.183; p = 0.000 <0.05; and Tabriz University regression load = 0.190; p = 0.000 <0.05). Therefore, it is seen that e-shopping is safe and useful in their lives and H1 hypothesis is accepted.

At Ataturk University model, the facilitator conditions positively affect the perceived usefulness factor (regression load = 0.256; p = 0.000 <0.05). From the viewpoint of the students, the facilitator’s service in online shopping for the user is an indicator of perceived usefulness, and therefore hypothesis 3 is accepted. However, in the Tabriz University model, the Facilitator conditions variable has a negative effect on the perceived usefulness factor (Regression load = 0.010), in other words, the hypothesis H3 was rejected in Tabriz University, unlike Ataturk University, because of its P value of 0.895 and greater than 0.05. The enjoyment variable has a positive effect on the perceived usefulness factor. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.270; p = 0.000 <0.05 and Tabriz University Regression load = 0.681; Since p = 0.000 <0.05, the benefit of shopping for students shows that they think e-shopping is usefulness in their lives. H5 hypothesis was accepted. Furthermore, perceived ease of use positively affects the perceived usefulness factor. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.425; p = 0.000 <0.05 and Tabriz University Regression load = 0.532; Since p = 0.000 <0.05, the students think that it will be useful for easy e-shopping and H7 is accepted.

The trust variable has a negative effect on the perceived ease of use factor. Regression load of Ataturk University = -0.041 and Regression load of Tabriz University = 0.038. In other words, the H2 hypothesis was rejected because the P value was greater than
0.05 with a value of 0.529. The facilitating conditions variable positively affects the perceived ease of use factor. Regression load of Ataturk University = -0.041 and Regression load of Tabriz University = 0.038. In other words, the H2 hypothesis was rejected because the P value was greater than 0.05 with a value of 0.529. The facilitating conditions variable positively affects the perceived ease of use factor. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.669; p = 000 <0.05 and Tabriz University Regression load = 0.681; Since p = 000 <0.05, the facilitator shopping services that are on e-shopping for the students show their perception of ease of use. H4 hypothesis was accepted. The enjoyment variable adversely affects the perceived ease of use factor. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.425 and University of Tabriz Regression Load = 0.158, hypothesis 6 was rejected because the value of p is 0.065 and this value is greater than 0.05.

From the variables that affect the attitude factor, the perceived usefulness variable affects the attitude factor positively. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.921; p = 000 <0.05 and Tabriz University Regression load = 0.943; Since p = 000 <0.05, students perceive e-exchanges as usefulness and positively affect their attitudes towards their use and hypothesis H8 is accepted. In addition, the perceived ease of use factor had a negative effect on attitude, and Ataturk University’s regression load was found to be -0.019 and Tabriz University regression load was = -0.191. Because P value was 0.071 and greater than 0.05, H9 hypothesis was rejected.

The attitude variable has a positive effect on the intention factor. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.939; p = 000 <0.05 and Tabriz University Regression load = 0.975; Since p = 000 <0.05, the students’ e-shopping attitudes are positive, so they indicate their intention to do so and therefore the H10 hypothesis is accepted. Finally, the variable of intent affects the behavior factor positively. Ataturk University Regression Load = 0.717; p = 000 <0.05 and Tabriz University Regression load = 0.676; p = 000 <0.05 is the intention of the students to e-shopping, this intention is directed to the behavior and H11 hypothesis is accepted.

5. CONCLUSION

While 56.5% of the students participating in the survey from Ataturk University were women and 73.5% were men, 52.8% of the students in Tabriz University were women and 47.2% men. It is observed that the majority of both university students is formed by undergraduate education. Most Ataturk University students use computers less than 2 hours a day, while Tabriz University students use computers for more than 2 hours, but the rate of Internet use for students of Tabriz University is similar to those of Ataturk University. Increasing users’ trust increases the perceived usefulness of this percentage among students at Ataturk University 18.3% and Tabriz University 19%.

Regarding the trust variable, it can be said that they do not perceive the ease of use of e-shopping in both universities because they are unstable. Facilitating conditions increased the perceived usefulness among Ataturk University students, which is 25.6 percent, while facilitating conditions had no effect on the perceived usefulness of students at Tabriz University because they were unstable. In addition, facilitator conditions have increased the perceived ease of use, which is 66.9% at Ataturk University and 68.1 in Tabriz University. The increase in the enjoyment of users increases the perceived usefulness of Ataturk University by 27% and the University of Tabriz by 40.1%. They also do not perceive ease of use because they are unstable at both universities. They also do not perceive ease of use because they are unstable at both universities. The increase in users’ perceived ease of use increases the perceived usefulness of Ataturk University by 42.5% and Tabriz University by 53.2%. Users’ perceived ease of use does not affect their attitude as they are unstable in both universities. The increase in the attitudes of the users increased their intentions by 93.9% in Ataturk University and 97.5% in Tabriz University. The most important thing is that the increase in the intentions of the users increases by 71.7% in Ataturk University and 67.6% in the Tabriz University. According to these results, it is seen that there is a significant proportion of both university students’ intention and attitude about e-shopping. In addition, it has been observed that the technological infrastructure and usage periods have a positive effect on e-shopping.

According to the model of both universities, because the effect of trust on perceived usefulness is low, it is less perceived as beneficial for students because e-shopping is less secure. On the other hand, in both universities, the perceived usefulness has a high impact on the attitude, so it is more influential on the attitudes of the students to make the e-shopping so useful.
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